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Introduction

It was a normal day and you were walking down the road.. Something happened. Keep reading or
leave?
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Chapter 1

Chapter one- Meeting up.
------------------------------------------------ -----------------------------------------It was just a normal day and you were walking down the street when you see a black figure coming
towards you. You freeze and run but it gets closer to you.
?: STOP!
You stop. You look down to see his phone.It's on the app Instagram on?'s profile the name reads
'@danhowell' at first your mind is blank but then....
Y/N (Your name): DAN!
Dan: Hey. I'm lost.I'm trying to find a store that sell cereal. *laugh*
Can you help?
Y/A: *thinking: OMG OMG DAN HOWELL!** Sure. Let me help.
Dan: Thank you
As you walk to the SmartMart at the end of the road Dan's phone rings... It was Phil.
Dan: I can't show anyone that *whispers: Phan is real * so please answer it.
Y/N: Okay. *picks up phone* Hey Phil.
Phil: Dan? Is that you
Y/N: No it's Y/N. I'm helping Dan find cereal at SmartMart. *sarcastic voice because someone is
stealing it*
Phil: Wonder who that is *giggle*
Dan runs around each section trying to find the cereal. You pick up some CrunchyNuts.
Dan: Thank you, Since you helped so much why not come back to our place.
**Next Chapter out soon**
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Chapter 2

**Chapter 2 Dan's Room**
When you get back you see the sims is set up and Phil is filming for his channel 'AmazingPhil' you try
to not be seen in his video but you find it hard. Dans suggests going into his room instead until Phil is
finished.
Dan: So how long have you watched my channel for?
Y/N: *laugh* "Hello Internet"
Dan: Oh god..
You pull up your laptop lid and go to "Hello Internet"
Dan: I'm going to die
Y/N: Can we record a video together
You start the video but everytime it goes wrong
Dan: Let's eat...
Y/N: Yeah what could go wrong there
Both: *cute giggle*
Phil: NOOOOO DIL OH DAMN IT NO DIL NOO NOT A
FIRE! DAMN DALIEN NO OH GOD!
Dan and you: *Laugh*
Dan: Just save the game
Phil: Oh thank god! DIL DONT YOU DARE WOOHOO!
ARRRRGH
All: *Laugh*
Phil: Oh my god, Help Dan
Y/N: Why not me
D&P: Oh no!
Y/N: HUH! What happened
D&P: STOP TALKING!
Dan to Phil: Edit Y/N out QUICK!
***Chapter 3 out soon*
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